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I.

Introduction

he incidence of Non-Verbal Autism is on the
increase with apparently no effective known
scientific cure for the same. I present a case here
in which a child with a diagnosis of Non-verbal Autism
and Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder ,who had
never spoken in his life was healed by me operating in
the newly emerging scientific discipline of Applied
Energy Medicine, using the Intent Healing (TM) Remote
Healing method, following which he started speaking for
the first time in his life. The child lived in California, U.S
and I did the Remote Healing sessions from Chennai,
INDIA.
II.

Case

A 9 year old boy who was diagnosed as a
case of Non-verbal Autism and Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder at the age of two years presented
with the complaints of never having spoken a single
word in his life in spite of his hearing and all other
faculties being examined by doctors and reported as
normal. Other complaints were hyperactivity, not making
eye-contact, not studying on his own or going to school
(every school the parents took him to refused admission
as he was too hyperactive, disruptive in class and would
wander away), not communicating or socializing,
clenching his teeth repeatedly, making repetitive noises
and pinching things with his fingers.
III.

Materials

Energy Medicine is the art and science of
restoring a being/system to its natural state of well-being
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IV.

Methods

Energy based assessments and reports were
given to each parent individually after the observation of
their energies over two days and nights. Similar energy
assessment was done for the child as well and the
report of the child's energy pattern was shared with both
parents. The specific and individual energy disturbances
seen in each of them and the reasons for the same was
explained in detail in the report. Remote Healing
sessions with Intent Healing(TM) was done. The healing
sessions were of two types - Timed remote healing
sessions and healing sessions over Skype . The
sessions over Skype was done with the parents and the
sessions for the child was done as Timed remote
healing sessions when the child was lying in bed at
night. The total number of healing sessions was 20 of
which 5 sessions were done with each parent (biological
mother and father) and 10 sessions for the child. The
sessions were spread over a period of one month. The
energy disturbances in each parent and the child was
corrected and their energies re-aligned in the healing
sessions over Skype and in the Timed remote healing
sessions. Regular feedback about the shifts seen in the
energy fields of each parent and in the child was given
to the parents after each healing session done with
them and the child.
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Year

and wholeness by augmenting the innate ability of the
being/system to heal itself on all levels by bringing about
shifts in the energy fields in the being/system to
resonate with its natural frequency of alignment, balance
and harmony. Intent Healing(TM) is healing using the
power of Intention, accessing energies prior to
consciousness that is free from all limiting conditioning
and which brings about the realignment in the energy
fields of beings/systems by rewiring the neural network
in the brain and gut, reprogramming the DNA and
erasing faulty cellular memories. To understand the
newly emerging scientific field of Applied Energy
Medicine and the Intent Healing(TM) method further, it is
recommended to peruse the editorials given under the
references in this report. They may be downloaded from
www.intenthealing.com/blog
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Results

The child started singing first and then speaking
by the end of 15 healing sessions ( 5 with each parent
and 5 for the child). All the other symptoms improved
right from the first healing session done with each
parent and teeth clenching, making repetitive noises
and pinching things with his fingers disappeared
completely. There was dramatic improvement in the
remaining symptoms ; he started making good eyecontact, started studying on his own using the laptop
and started initiating friendship with other children his
age in his apartment block at home. The hyperactivity
reduced by 80 percent. The energy disturbances in
each parent and the child was corrected and their
energies re-aligned in the healing sessions over Skype
and in the Timed remote healing sessions. All the
symptoms of illnesses that were present in each parent,
relating to the digestive system in the mother and the
low back pain and fatigue that was present in the father
also completely disappeared in their individual healing
sessions. All of them reported a definite and tangible
improvements in energy levels and mood right from the
first session.
VI.

Discussion

The basis of using the approach of Applied
Energy Medicine in autism using the method of Intent
Healing(TM) lies in the scientific fact that everything in
the Universe is ultimately made of Energy and
everything is connected to everything else at the
quantum level with this common Energy Field. Latest
discoveries in science has confirmed the existence of
Dark Energy and Dark Matter that makes up 96 percent
of the Universe. It is possible to access and connect
with individual energy fields in order to assess the
energy patterns and correct the disturbances and
restore the energy fields into Alignment using the power
of Intention and the tool of Remote Intent Healing. The
symptoms that are seen in autism are due to
disturbances in the energy fields of the child. This
disturbance is caused mainly by the disturbances in the
energy field of the parents and care givers of the child
and also the surrounding environment. Once the energy
disturbances are corrected in the parents first and then
in the child, and each of them experience the aligned
energy state individually, the limiting symptoms
disappear in the child with Autism and ADHD. Not only
that, with the realignment of energies in each parent to
their natural, harmonious and balanced energy states,
the symptoms of disease in the parents too disappears.
This points to the fact that the root cause of other
medical symptoms too has an underlying energy basis
that can be corrected with Applied Energy Medicine with
Remote Intent Healing.
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VII.

Conclusions

Applied Energy Medicine using Intent Healing
method can heal the limiting symptoms in autism
including making children with Non-Verbal Autism gain
their faculty of speech and start talking normally and
coherently. It would be worthwhile to bring this quote by
Tesla to our consciousness “ The day science begins to
study non-physical phenomena, it will make more
progress in one decade than in all the previous
centuries of its existence.” – Nikola Tesla
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